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Kelley Armstrong (Women of Otherworld), Maria V. Snyder, Sarah Rees
Brennan, Lili St. Crow, Karen Mahoney and Dina James....They will make
everyone a sucker for eternal kisses.
The Immortal Rules - Julie Kagawa 2017-01-16
These vampires don’t sparkle…they bite. Book 1 of the Blood of Eden
trilogy by Julie Kagawa, New York Times bestselling author of The Iron
Fey, begins a thrilling dark fantasy series where vampires rule, humans
are prey…and one girl will become what she hates most to save all she
loves. Allison Sekemoto survives in the Fringe, where the vampires who
killed her mother rule and she and her crew of outcasts must hide from
the monsters at night. All that drives Allie is her hatred of vampires, who
keep humans as prey. Until the night Allie herself dies…a becomes one of
the monsters. When she hears of a mythical place called Eden that might
have a cure for the blood disease that killed off most of civilization, Allie
decides to seek it out. Hiding among a band of humans, she begins a
journey that will have unforeseen consequences…to herself, to the boy
she’s falling for who believes she’s human, and to the future of the world.
Now Allie must decide what—and who—is worth dying for…again. “A
fresh and imaginative thrill ride.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review
Books in the Blood of Eden series: The Immortal Rules The Eternity Cure
The Forever Song
Wicked Lovely - Melissa Marr 2009-10-06
Fans of Sarah J. Maas and Holly Black won’t be able to resist the world
of Melissa Marr's #1 New York Times bestselling series, full of faerie
intrigue, mortal love, and courtly betrayal. Rule #3: Don't stare at
invisible faeries. Aislinn has always seen faeries. Powerful and
dangerous, they walk hidden in mortal world. Aislinn fears their
cruelty—especially if they learn of her Sight—and wishes she were as
blind to their presence as other teens. Rule #2: Don't speak to invisible
faeries. Now faeries are stalking her. One of them, Keenan, who is equal
parts terrifying and alluring, is trying to talk to her, asking questions
Aislinn is afraid to answer. Rule #1: Don't ever attract their attention.
But it's too late. Keenan is the Summer King who has sought his queen
for nine centuries. Without her, summer itself will perish. He is
determined that Aislinn will become the Summer Queen at any
cost—regardless of her plans or desires. Suddenly none of the rules that
have kept Aislinn safe are working anymore, and everything is on the
line: her freedom, her best friend Seth, her life—everything.
Paranormal Romance - Martha Woods 2016-09-15
Tessa was a runaway as a teenager---her parents put her in an institution
when she told them she could read minds. After they died she was put
into a foster home where she was abused mentally and physically from
the time she was twelve years old. At sixteen, unable to take it anymore,
she runs away from home. Now twenty-five, she has lived out of her car
and trailer for years, moving from state to state and making her living as
a psychic. She reads minds but can't tell the future. Other than that she
has no other extraordinary powers. Her foster parents are still in
California. Kristian a two hundred years old Vampire. He has been alone
most of that time, and has never gotten over the woman who made him.
He killed her to save his own life, but there remains a bond never
broken, even though she's gone now. He is immediately drawn to Tessa,
the enigmatic human who can read minds. He's not sure what the
attraction is, but he knows it goes beyond her ability to read minds or the
fact that she can help him. When a group of powerful Witches, the
Calders, who are seeking to abolish vampires from the face of the Earth,
Tessa and Kristian must now fight not only for their own survival but to
protect one another.
Saltwater Vampires - Kirsty Eagar 2010-08-25
He looked to the sky, praying for rain, a downpour, some sign from the
heavens that he should refuse the abomination contained in that flask.
But all he saw was the bloated white face of the moon smiling down on
him And the sky around it was cold and clear and black They made their

Pandora - Anne Rice 2010-11-17
Anne Rice, creator of the Vampire Lestat, the Mayfair witches and the
amazing worlds they inhabit, now gives us the first in a new series of
novels linked together by the fledgling vampire David Talbot, who has set
out to become a chronicler of his fellow Undead. The novel opens in
present-day Paris in a crowded café, where David meets Pandora. She is
two thousand years old, a Child of the Millennia, the first vampire ever
made by the great Marius. David persuades her to tell the story of her
life. Pandora begins, reluctantly at first and then with increasing passion,
to recount her mesmerizing tale, which takes us through the ages, from
Imperial Rome to eighteenth-century France to twentieth-century Paris
and New Orleans. She carries us back to her mortal girlhood in the world
of Caesar Augustus, a world chronicled by Ovid and Petronius. This is
where Pandora meets and falls in love with the handsome, charismatic,
lighthearted, still-mortal Marius. This is the Rome she is forced to flee in
fear of assassination by conspirators plotting to take over the city. And
we follow her to the exotic port of Antioch, where she is destined to be
reunited with Marius, now immortal and haunted by his vampire nature,
who will bestow on her the Dark Gift as they set out on the fraught and
fantastic adventure of their two turbulent centuries together. Look for
Anne Rice’s new book, Prince Lestat and the Realms of Atlantis, coming
November 29, 2016.
Angels' Blood - Nalini Singh 2009-03-03
FIRST IN THE GUILD HUNTER SERIES! Nalini Singh introduces readers
to a world of beauty and bloodlust, where angels hold sway over
vampires. Vampire hunter Elena Deveraux is hired by the dangerously
beautiful Archangel Raphael. But this time, it’s not a wayward vamp she
has to track. It’s an archangel gone bad. The job will put Elena in the
midst of a killing spree like no other—and pull her to the razor’s edge of
passion. Even if the hunt doesn’t destroy her, succumbing to Raphael’s
seductive touch just may. For when archangels play, mortals break.
Thief of Lives - Barb Hendee 2004-01-06
Magiere the dhampir thought that her nights of hunting vampires were
over. Settling down in her newly adopted village of Miiska—now
vampire-free thanks to her and her half-elf partner, Leesil—she looked
forward to quiet days tending to her tavern. But far away in the capital
city of Bela, a prominent councilman’s daughter has been found dead on
her own doorstep—and all signs point to a vampire. Bela’s town council
offers a generous bounty to the dhampir if she will slay their vampire,
knowing that the battered and burned village of Miiska could use the
infusion of cash. Magiere resists, wanting nothing more than to forget
her past—and ignore her half-vampire nature. Only Leesil, her partner
and confidant, can persuade Magiere to follow her destiny—before more
innocents are claimed by darkness… Praise for Dhampir “Take Anita
Blake, vampire hunter, and drop her into a standard fantasy world and
you might end up with something like this exciting first novel.”
—Chronicle “A mix of The Lord of the Rings and Buffy the Vampire
Slayer…an engaging adventure.”—New York Times bestselling author
Kevin J. Anderson
The Time Out Film Guide - Tom Milne 1989
The Eternal Kiss - Tricia Telep 2010-06
There's an allure to vampire tales that have seduced readers for
generations. From Bram Stoker to Stephanie Meyer and beyond, vampire
stories are here to stay. For those fresh-blooded fans of paranormal
romance or for those whose hunt and hunger never dies, these stories
have what readers want! This collection of original tales comes from
some of the hottest, most popular, and best-selling YA writers, including:
Holly Black (The Spiderwick Chronicles, Tithe), Libba Bray (A Great and
Terrible Beauty), Melissa De La Cruz (Blue Blood), Cassandra Clare (City
of Bones), Rachel Caine (Morganville Vampires), Nancy Holder and
Debbie Viguie (Wicked), Cecil Castellucci (Boy Proof, Queen of Cool),
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circle of blood. And only the moon witnessed the slaughter that followed.
For Jamie Mackie, summer holidays in the coastal town of Rocky Head
mean surfing, making money, and good times at the local music festival.
But this year, vampires are on the festival's line-up fulfilling a pact made
on the wreck of the Batavia, four hundred years ago. If their plans
succeed, nobody in Rocky Head will survive to see out the new year.
Mated to the Vampire - L J Red 2021-04-12
One vampire's quest to find a killer brings him the one person he never
expected... His fated mate. Lucian, leader of the Shadows, the vampire
death squad, comes to Chicago to hunt a monster. The vicious killer who
prowls the seedy underbelly of Chicago's nightlife is one of Lucian's own.
A vampire. One with a twisted, diabolical taste for vulnerable human
women. Lucian searches for his target but finds someone different. Very
different. Instead of finding the killer, Lucian comes face to face with a
startling young woman. A woman who searches for the same killer. Dana
is streetwise. A Chicago cop. She's also a dusky brunette with a smart
mouth. And when Lucian detects her scent, he learns the astonishing
truth. This feisty female is also his fated mate. Dana is stubborn,
impossible. She's also everything he has ever wanted. He hungers for a
taste of his mate, craves her scent, yearns to feel her beneath him,
submitting to his wicked demands. He can't tear himself away and his
control is fraying. He needs to claim her, to bite her, before he loses
himself completely. Welcome to the Bloodline Vampires, a warrior
brotherhood of dark, dangerous and deadly vampires who will stop at
nothing to protect their fated mates. This book was previously published
as Vampire Mate by L. J. Red.
Endless Knight - Delilah Devlin 2006-04
My Immortal Knight - All Knight Long By Delilah Devlin Book 3 in the My
Immortal Knight series A member of an elite police unit sworn to hunt
vampires, Joe Garcia's life is turned upside down when he's transformed
into one. On a quest for a cure, his search brings him to New Orleans in
a last ditch effort to recover his humanity. Professor Lily Carlson, a
renowned expert in vampire lore, has a condition of her own. Her sexual
libido has been in hyper-drive for months. Her only defense is to hide
behind her glasses and tweed suits and stay as far away from men as
possible. However, she's thrilled to discover vampires really do exist
when Joe shows up on her balcony. Although Joe deflects her attempts to
make him a case study and confirm a few vampire statistics, he is drawn
by her powerful allure. When werewolves join the chase and track her
through New Orleans, Joe's cop instincts tell him there's a mystery to
solve. Intent on protecting her, he must seek help from the last vampire
on Earth he wants to ask. While his hopes for deliverance from his fate
dwindle, Lily's life is forever altered by an unexpected inheritance. My
Immortal Knight - Relentless By Delilah Devlin Book 4 of the My
Immortal Knight series To supercop Max Weir, the only good vampire is
a dead one. Since his special police unit integrated with vampires, he's
had to suppress his natural hatred to work side-by-side with the undead
to hunt down and terminate the deadliest killers. Now the unit is hot on
the trail of a new menace in town, a pack of werewolves prowling for
vampires, who don't care whether humans get in their way. When a
stakeout goes awry, Max enters a bar looking for a fight or a woman to
help him blow off a little steam. What he finds is a winsome siren who
has sexual appetites to match his own. Vampire Pia D'Amato is on a
secret mission to take out Max-either by seduction or by turning him.
He's become a liability to the Masters' Council setting up jurisdiction in
southern Florida, and she isn't leaving until she's done the job. But Max
is more man than she bargained for and has a deadly secret of his own.
Such a Dark Thing - M. Jess Peacock 2015-02-05
Evil, death, demons, reanimation, and resurrection. While such topics are
often reserved for the darker mindscapes of the vampire subgenre within
popular culture, they are equally integral elements of religious history
and belief. Despite the cultural shift of presenting vampires in a secular
light, the traditional figure of the vampire within cinema and literature
has a rich legacy of serving as a theological marker. Whether as a symbol
of the allure of sin, as an apologetic for assorted religious icons, or as a
gateway into a discussion of liberationist theology, the vampire has
served as a spiritual touchstone from Bram Stoker's Dracula, to Stephen
King's Salem's Lot, to the HBO television series True Blood. In Such a
Dark Thing, Jess Peacock examines how the figure of the vampire is able
to traverse and interconnect theology and academia within the larger
popular culture in a compelling and engaging manner. The vampire
straddles the ineffable chasm between life and death and speaks to the
transcendent in all of us, tapping into our fundamental curiosity of what,
if anything, exists beyond the mortal coil, giving us a glimpse into the
interminable while maintaining a cultural currency that is never dead
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Venomous Revelations - Melanie Nowak 2016-02-12
The ALMOST HUMAN series must be read in order - the addiction begins
with Novella #1: CAPTIVATING VAMPIRES ALMOST HUMAN - The First
Series In this paranormal fantasy, chapters alternate between a vampire
and a young woman, as they join an ensemble cast to navigate difficulties
of addiction and desire; perils of zombies and vampires; and struggles
with abuse, morality and...college. Novella #3 VENOMOUS
REVELATIONS (Fatal infatuation - Part 3) Enduring the allure of
temptations tasted was never so difficult...especially since venom is
revealed to be a substance more sinisterly seductive than poison. Cain
and Felicity must deal with the repercussions of Cain's precautions,
while contending with Sindy, who has decided to try and take her
obsessions of domination to the next level. *Please note - while there is
no graphic sex in this book, there is mature subject matter, and there are
some graphic (but tasteful) sex scenes in subsequent books of the series
ALMOST HUMAN - The First Series Novella reading order:
CAPTIVATING VAMPIRES TEMPTING TRANGRESSIONS VENOMOUS
REVELATIONS PERSISTENT PERSUASION TELLING TALES BATTLES
AND BLISS ECSTASY UNLEASHED STAKES AND SUNSHINE
EVOLUTION OF LOVE An addictive treat for vampire lovers - ALMOST
HUMAN - the Venomous Vampire series of epic novels is now being
offered as a series of novellas, to entice a new audience of readers who
like to taste their stories in bite-sized episodes! Previously published as a
trilogy of novels (still also available) it is now being re-published in this
alternate format. CAPTIVATING VAMPIRES is Part 1 of the Novel FATAL
INFATUATION. All novellas of the first series are planned to be released
once a week for the next 9 weeks. Readers asked for less wait time
between books...so future books will be released in parts as novellas at a
quicker publishing pace...(gotta have that vampire venom fix!). Check out
what long-time vampire venom addicts of the series have been saying in
reviews of the series on Melanie Nowak's Amazon Author page!
Allure of the Vampire King - Bella Klaus 2020
I’m no one—just a magic-less woman who fled the supernatural world
after being dumped and humiliated by the most powerful vampire in
Britain. He made me a laughing stock, a cautionary tale. I had no choice
but to leave. That was a long time ago. I got over the betrayal. Now, I’m
on the mend. But when an assassin tracks me down to London, claiming
that a deadly power thrums beneath my veins, only one person is strong
enough to save my hide: Valentine Sargon—the Vampire King who stole
my virginity and broke my heart. He will help, but only if I move into a
safe house. With him. Valentine is as handsome as the devil, silvertongued and seductive as sin. I don’t trust him or the way he hungers for
my blood. But I’ve run out of choices and can’t refuse.
Love / Luck (Magic of the Vampire: Book One) - Samantha
MacKenzie 2021-01-07
“Close your eyes,” he murmured, and my lids snapped shut. He picked up
my hand and ran the tip of his icy nose along the inside of my forearm,
from the pulse at my wrist to the crease at my elbow … His lips brushed
mine as he whispered wordlessly, bewitchingly, then the scent of his skin
overwhelmed my senses, and the world lost its foundations beneath me. - Riley Quinn loves her quirky great-grandmother, but her superstitions
are seriously irritating. Grams may believe in lucky silver jewelry and
beautiful demons who hunt humans in the night, but Riley knows it’s all
nonsense. Until Seth Callaghan arrives in town. Riley’s best friend, sexy
surfer Finn O’Brien, begs her to ignore the new guy. Grams demands she
stay away. Yet Riley is magnetically drawn to the sweet seduction of
Seth’s charms. But all is not what it seems. Soon, Riley finds herself
swept up in a supernatural world beyond her understanding. Secrets and
lies. Magic and power. Vampires and temptation. Life… and death. As
danger swirls around her, Riley’s loved ones fight to protect her from the
darkness closing in—but only Riley can decide her fate. Torn between
love and lust, loyalty and destiny, Riley’s survival isn’t guaranteed when
she’s hunted by the devil himself. -- Sink your teeth into the thrilling new
paranormal romance saga, Magic of the Vampire. Love / Luck is Book
One.
The Vampire's Desire - Martha Woods 2017-03-08
I cross the distance between us quickly, somehow feeling more powerful
since I'm wearing my heels. "Who are you?" I demand. "I believe we've
already met. My name is Vincent," he says simply. "And your name is
Amy." My calm demeanor slips a little when he utters my name. The
pause before it tells me he wants me to actually hear it. To understand
that he knows who I am. I clear my throat, determined not to show him
how disconcerted I was am, how hypnotized I feel by those almost black
eyes. And most importantly, I am determined not to let him see the
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shudder of desire that went through me when he said my name in his
low, seductive voice. There is something raw and masculine about him,
even down to the way he smells. Musky and wild. Feral, almost. "I know
what you did to that woman," I blurt out. "Yes, it was lucky we both saw
her fall, wasn't it? She could have been there for quite some time,
exposed and alone, otherwise." I barely hear his words. His voice is
almost hypnotic, soothing. I shake my head slightly. What's wrong with
me? This man attacked a woman in front of me, and I'm fighting the urge
to flirt with him. When I look at him, I don't see a monster or a serial
killer. All I can see is him sweeping me up into his arms, kissing me,
holding me close.
Fatal Storm (Storm Series Book 5) - A.R. Vagnetti 2022-01-21
He snatched her soul. She stole his heart. "Being dead sucks." When the
very Devil snatched Kleora Tanagra's soul from eternal peace in heaven
and imprisoned her in Hell, the land nymph ruler vowed vengeance,
despite how his exquisite touch awakened her flesh and set her heart on
fire.  "I am Satan. No force on earth can kill me. However, my enraged
captive is giving it her best shot." Jagorach Darath, the original fallen
angel, refuses to regret his decision to steal Kleora's soul. But time is
running out to discover a way to restore her life before the land nymphs
declare war on the immortal world, and while he enjoys teaching his
little peach the consequences of defying the Devil, if he loses her for
good, the world will suffer his eternal wrath. Content Warning: Violence,
blood and gore, references to rape, BDSM play with explicit sexual
scenes, and graphic language.
Elsker - S.T. Bende 2015-05-03
**The internationally bestselling series!** Kristia Tostenson prefers Earl
Grey to Grey Goose and book clubs to nightclubs. But when she transfers
from her one-stoplight Oregon town to Cardiff University in Wales, she
falls in love with Ull Myhr. Her new boyfriend isn’t exactly what she was
expecting. Ull is an honest-to-goodness Norse god — an immortal
assassin fated to die at Ragnarok, the battle destined to destroy Asgard
and Earth. When someone starts asking the wrong questions, Kristia
realizes the crazy visions she's had all her life might be the key to saving
their realms... even if they end up costing her her life. Her orderly world
just got very messy. (Elsker: The Elsker Saga, Book One)
Time Out Film Guide - 2007

To the north of the Varis empire, a mysterious faction spreads
propaganda against the vampire monarchy. Friedrich Volya, the Duke of
Winter Hill, seeks to discover who they are before his uncle finds them
first. King Dominik will punish the traitors with brutal force. Local
schoolteacher, the raven-haired Brennalyn, is on her own mission—to spy
on the duke and discover what she can for the Black Lily. She longs to
help the commonwealth and bring justice to the many orphans left
behind from the ravages of the blood madness, like the children she
lovingly keeps in her care. What she doesn't plan for is the heartpounding attraction she feels for the duke, enemy to the Black Lily. But
when Brennalyn's secret puts her life and the life of her children in
danger, Friedrich steps in as her protector, she finds out there's more to
the duke than she thought. Each book in the Vampire Blood series is
STANDALONE: * The Black Lily * The Red Lily * The White Lily * The
Emerald Lily
The Femme Fatale: Images, Histories, Contexts - Helen Hanson
2010-07-20
These essays trace the femme fatale across literature, visual culture and
cinema, exploring the ways in which fatal femininity has been imagined
in different cultural contexts and historical epochs, and moving from
mythical women such as Eve, Medusa and the Sirens via historical
figures such as Mata Hari to fatal women in contemporary cinema.
Redemption - Susannah Sandlin 2012
For vampire Aidan Murphy, life has never been so desperate. The
vaccine used to treat a global pandemic has rendered human blood
deadly to his kind, leaving them on the brink of starvation and civil war.
In tiny Penton, Alabama, Aidan establishes a peaceful community of
vampires and unvaccinated human donors. He dares to hope they can
survive -- until his estranged brother descends upon Penton and begins
killing the humans. Determined to save his town, Aidan kidnaps an
unsuspecting human doctor...and finds himself falling in love for the first
time in nearly four centuries.Dr. Krystal Harris thought she was coming
to Penton for a job interview, but Aidan Murphy has other plans.
Infuriated by his high-handed scheme to imprison her in the small town,
Krys can't ignore the attraction between them. But is it love? Or does her
dangerous, charismatic captor want only to bend her to his will?
Thoughts Painfully Intense - James Mancall 2013-12-16
First Published in 2002. This work reads Hawthorne's fiction inthe
context of nineteenth-century medical and psuedomedical discourse that
linked men of letters to debilitated invalids, a stereotype against which
Hawthorne struggled throughout his career.
Kissed by a Dark Prince - Felicity Heaton 2014-03-21
A dark prince from Hell. A mortal scientist from the world's leading
demon-hunting organisation. One bite will change their lives forever in
his heart-stopping passionate paranormal romance. Olivia thinks it's her
lucky night when a dangerously handsome unconscious fae ends up on
her inspection table. He's her shot at redemption. But when the tall, dark
and deadly immortal warrior awakes, she gets much more than she
bargained for... Attacked by his enemy in the elf kingdom, the last thing
Prince Loren expects when he comes around is a beautiful angel
watching over him or the need that surges through him, stirred by the
pulse ticking in her throat and the sweet allure of her blood. One single
bite reveals she is his fated mate, triggering a bond between them that
will leave him weakened until it is completed... or broken, and pulling
Olivia into the crossfire of his ancient feud. Will Loren be strong enough
to place duty before desire, giving up the one thing he has waited
millennia for and craves above all others--his eternal mate? And will
Olivia be able to resist the incredible heat that burns between them and
the temptation of her dark prince's kiss? Grab your copy of Kissed by a
Dark Prince today and join over 300,000 readers who have devoured this
series of page-turning paranormal romances. Kissed by a Dark Prince is
the first novel in the Eternal Mates Romance series, a fated mates
paranormal romance featuring a protective royal hero who will do
anything to win his heroine's heart, a cast of demons, dark elves, fae,
immortals and demon hunters, and full of action and adventure--and
steamy scenes! All Eternal Mates world books have no cliffhangers, a
guaranteed happily ever after, some strong language and sexy times.
Enjoy! If you like Kresley Cole's Immortals After Dark, Sherrilyn
Kenyon's Dark-Hunters and Larissa Ione's Demonica world, you won't be
able to put down the addictive Eternal Mates series of fated mate
romances packed with dark elves, vampires, shifters, demons, angels,
witches and fae in a huge detailed world that will leave you breathless!
Step into a passionate, lush, and powerful paranormal romance series
from a New York Times and USA Today Best-Selling Paranormal
Romance Author of over 70 books... Paranormal Romance Books in the

Night Kissed - Mila Young 2020-11-19
I slay vampires... Then why does the master vamp insist I'm his? When
I'm called in to investigate a chain of suspicious deaths across Alaska, I
meet three of the hottest, and most dangerous, monsters I've ever seen.
Just one problem. They're the things that go bump in the night-a
vampire, a fallen angel, and a demon. Enemies I must trust with my life if
I'm to solve the dark trail of mysteries before more lives are lost. But just
as hard as solving the murders is denying my attraction to them all. And
as things heat up in more ways than one, I know I'll never be the same
again... That is, if I survive the evil I'm sworn to kill... and the ones I've
let into my heart. Night Kissed is the first book in the Chosen Vampire
Slayer series. This is your kind of book if you love kick-ass heroines with
sass to match, scorching hot monsters who take what they want, and is
perfect for devourers of enemies to lovers books. Expect steam, action,
and a supernatural world filled with vampires, demons, shifters, angels...
and unhinged alphas who will do anything to protect their woman.
Lovers of Anita Blake and True Blood, this is your next addiction.
Dark Thirst - Sara Reinke 2007
When she encounters Brandon Noble, a man from her past who harbors
a horrifying secret, cop Angelina Jones falls in love with this tormented
soul who vows to protect her from his enemies and his own dark thirst.
Original.
Dead Until Dark - Charlaine Harris 2001-05-01
Sink your teeth into the first novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling
Sookie Stackhouse series—the books that gave life to the Dead and
inspired the HBO® original series True Blood. Sookie Stackhouse is just
a small-time cocktail waitress in small-town Bon Temps, Louisiana. She's
quiet, doesn't get out much, and tends to mind her own business—except
when it comes to her “disability.” Sookie can read minds. And that
doesn’t make her too dateable. Then along comes Bill Compton. He’s tall,
dark, handsome—and Sookie can’t hear a word he’s thinking. He’s
exactly the type of guy she’s been waiting for all her life... But Bill has a
disability of his own: he’s a vampire with a bad reputation. And when a
string of murders hits Bon Temps—along with a gang of truly nasty
bloodsuckers looking for Bill—Sookie starts to wonder if having a
vampire for a boyfriend is such a bright idea.
The White Lily - Juliette Cross 2017-10-23
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Eternal Mates Series Book 1: Kissed by a Dark Prince Book 2: Claimed by
a Demon King Book 3: Tempted by a Rogue Prince Book 4: Hunted by a
Jaguar Book 5: Craved by an Alpha Book 6: Bitten by a Hellcat Book 7:
Taken by a Dragon Book 8: Marked by an Assassin Book 9: Possessed by
a Dark Warrior Book 10: Awakened by a Demoness Book 11: Haunted by
the King of Death Book 12: Turned by a Tiger Book 13: Tamed by a Tiger
Book 14: Treasured by a Tiger Book 15: Unchained by a Forbidden Love
Book 16: Avenged by an Angel Book 17: Seduced by a Demon King Book
18: Scorched by Darkness Book 19: Inflamed by an Incubus Book 20:
Craved by a Wolf Book 21: Bewitched by a Vampire ... next book in the
Eternal Mates series coming soon! Keywords: paranormal, paranormal
romance, paranormal romance books for adults, fated mates, fated mates
romance, dark elf, dark fae, dark elf romance, fantasy romance, demons,
elves, demon hunters, immortals, dark fae romance, free book, free
books to read and download, free novel, free romance book, romance
books free, alpha hero, strong heroine, action, no cliffhangers,
guaranteed HEA, first in series, happily ever after
Touched by a Vampire - Beth Felker Jones 2009
Investigates the themes of the Twilight Saga from a Biblical perspective,
examining whether the story's redemptive qualities outshine its
darkness.
The Mammoth Book of Vampire Romance - Trisha Telep 2009-06-01
Paranormal romance is a supernatural force to be reckoned with.
Although packed with a menagerie of werewolves, shapeshifters and
assorted demons, its undisputed king is none other than our favourite
centuries-old bloodsucker - the vampire. We're now living in a post-Buffy
world of dark urban fantasy à la Laurell K. Hamilton's Anita Blake,
Sherrilyn Kenyon's irresistible Dark Hunters and the blood-lusting soul
mates of Christine Feehan. But it doesn't stop there. This Mammoth
collection opens a vein to reveal the mind-boggling scope of the
supercharged phenomenon created when vampires met romance. Let the
biggest and brightest names in the paranormal romance business take
you hot on the haemoglobin trail of the sexiest creatures of the night.
Witness the bewildering array of complex vampire codes of conduct, dark
ritual and dating practices, as they chat up the locals and engage in the
most erotic encounters you will sink your teeth into this side of un-Death.
These ain't your mother's vampires!
Nightshade's Bite - Zoe Forward 2021-03-15
Kiera Rossard’s secret life just got complicated. When not being a
vampire aristocrat she’s leader of the Nightshade League, a rebel
vampire society that rescues werewolves during the interspecies war.
Everyone wants her dead—vampires and the werewolves who don’t know
her secret. Starting with the wolf she just saved—Michael Durand, the
most vicious killer of her kind in existence. Something about the
notorious werewolf sets her blood on fire. She’s not good at resisting
temptation. So what if vampires always bite when they’re turned on? And
so what if one drop of his blood will kill her? What’s life without a little
risk? Michael doesn’t like vampires. At all. But now he’s losing his mind
over the dark desire Kiera stirs in him. He should plot her death. Only,
she’s hot and mouthy. Staying near her a bit longer is irresistible. When
unforgiving forces hone in on her secret identity, he must decide
between duty to his people and protecting her. But if he stays, who will
protect her from him? Each book in the Blood Wars series is
STANDALONE: * The Way You Bite * Nightshade's Bite
Widening Horizons - Mohit Kumar Ray 2005
Mohit K. Ray, b.1940, former Professor of English, Burdwan University;
contributed articles.
Pictorial Review Combined with Delineator - 1929

In the Mirror, a Monster - Marten Weber 2012-11-22
RELEASED 15TH DECEMBER. Tim and Tim have been running a gay
B&B in Edinburgh for three decades. Their relationship is characterised
by kind love and deep trust. A handful of long-term lodgers give their old
house a lively character. Into this B&B come two young men from
Slovakia. Everybody agrees that they must be a couple. They cuddle and
even kiss without shame. But there is something strange about them.
Before long, Tim and the nosy lodgers are uncovering a secret nobody
could have expected. A secret which begins to affect everyone, even Tim
and Tim, who must come to realise the deception at the very heart of
their own love. In the end not a single stone of the old B&B is left in its
original place. In the Mirror, a Monster is a masterpiece of modern
storytelling. Marten Weber's style is vivid, with a keen ear for regional
voices, and at times has the magical ability to render, with clear
compassion, the human frailty behind individual actions and words.
The Vampire Book - DK 2009-09-21
Vampires have always fascinated and frightened, and now their reach
goes beyond horror-flick fans. Teens the world over have fallen under the
spell of these mysterious, blood-sucking, and oh-so-alluring beings! From
Buffy to Twilight, vampire fans have gotten smarter and savvier, and this
is the book for them. Learn how vampires live, how they avoid capture,
and why they're so darn attractive. Also trace the history of vampire lore-in literature, movies, and on television--from the woods of Transylvania
to the modern-day high school. Chock full of info and insight, each
gorgeous page will draw in readers of every age, with innovative styling,
never-before-seen imagery, and deliciously wicked design. Perhaps this
enticing tome is best read while wearing a garlic necklace . . .
Luscious Craving - Cameron Dean 2006-10-31
WHERE’S THERE’S BLOOD, THERE’S PASSION Sexy vampire killer
Candace Steele is back on the Las Vegas strip and determined to steer
clear of Ash, the seductive vampire whose smoldering allure begs her to
surrender to the dark side. But determination may not be enough when
Candace’s job at the glitzy Scheherazade casino drives her right into the
center of Ash’s deadly domain, for there are rumors of a New Year’s Eve
vampire assault on the casino, and only Candace can stop it. With the
clock ticking down to the fateful night, Candace isn’t sure if she can
resist the overwhelming desire she feels for Ash, but she has run out of
choices. She must go to Ash for help; even though she knows that the
price he’ll expect in return is nothing less than her body and her soul.
Paranormal Romance - Martha Woods 2016-09-15
Nicole is an angst teenager who has a bad attitude. She is sent away to a
strange boarding school far, far away by her parents, which looks more
like a medieval castle more than anything. In her new found room, she is
stuck with a snotty little rich kid named Clementine. She hates it here
but meets a seventeen-year-old boy named Alaric, who in fact is a
century-year-old vampire. Although as time passes, strange things start
to happen around Nicole. She realises she has witch powers and is now
entangled in a witch-vampire prophecy dating back generations before
she was born. Nicole and Alaric must band together and outsmart their
new found foes if they wish to survive. But wait, what about the original
vampire?
Kiss of the Rose - Kate Pearce 2010-08-03
Read Kate Pearce's blogs and view other content on the Penguin
Community. First in a sexy new series that takes a bite out of the court of
King Henry VIII Desperate to defeat King Richard III and gain the crown,
Henry Tudor made a pact with the Druids binding him and his heirs to
the Druids' struggle against vampires. Ever since, the Llewellyns, a
vampire- slaying family, have been in the king's employ. Now Henry VIII
reigns, and his father's bargain has been almost forgotten-until bloodless
corpses turn up in the king's bedchamber. To save the king, Vampire
hunter Rosalind Llewellyn must form an uneasy alliance with Druid
slayer Sir Christopher Ellis. But soon, Rosalind must face an unthinkable
truth: that her sworn enemy may be her soulmate...
Tur - S. T. Bende 2014-06-21
TUR: The Elsker Saga, Book 0.5 -- A Sweet Paranormal Romance Novella
from The Elsker Saga. Inga Andersson is the envy of every girl in Asgard.
On the surface she has it all -- great friends, a job as Odin's personal
fight choreographer, and a happy ever after with her realm's hottest
assassin. But when evil invades Asgard, her perfect world comes
crashing down. Someone is planning to kill off the gods, and Inga's best
friend Ull is first on their list. With the Norse apocalypse a nanosecond
away, Inga has to decide how she'll spend her final moments of freedom.
Because from the moment this battle begins, Inga's happily ever after
will be nothing more than a memory. Some things are worth fighting for.
TUR is an Elsker Saga novella. It is approximately 10,000 words long.

The Lycan Job - A.M. Griffin 2016-04-19
Babylonia Delilah Jones. P.I., or Baby as her friends call her, has gotten
her first big break. Solving the case for the Head of the Lycan House
would prove not only she belongs in The Undercity, but deserves a seat
at the table with the other paranormal private investigators. But while
she’s looking for a perp who obviously won’t hesitate to commit murder,
her life is being threatened. That’s not enough to stop Baby though.
Neither is interference from Zaid, the hot Vampire who keeps popping up
at the most inopportune times. The Lycan Job turns out to be anything
but a straightforward case. Baby is learning more about the workings of
the Undercity than ever before, and what she’s finding out is pretty ugly.
It’s making her question everything she thought and knew about the
paranormal Houses, and what she’s missing by not being claimed by her
father. But that may well be a question Baby won’t get a chance to
ponder, because even tapping into every ability she possess might not be
enough to help her survive the Lycan Job.
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Features include cast lists and other key creative personnel, more than
110 obituary notes from 2001/2002 and indexes covering film by country,
genre, subject, director and actor. This new edition includes a new Time
Out readers' top 100 film poll, plus 2001/2002 Oscar and BAFTA awards,
as well as prizes from the Berlin, Venice and Cannes festivals.

Time Out Film Guide - John Pym 2002
This is an aphabetical critical guide to films, based on Time-Out reviews
since the mid-1980s. It covers every area of world cinema, including:
classic silents and 1930s comedies, documentaries and the avant garde,
French or Japanese, the Hollywood mainstream and B-movie horrors.
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